
ENGLISH MATHS

READING: So far in Team 4, we have started the year off with a bang in reading! 

Many of us are now reading 5 nights a week and have read three reading 

marathons. We continue to have daily reading for pleasure sessions after 

lunchtime and have opportunities to read, embedded in nearly every lesson. 

SPELLING: New spellings are given out on Monday and stuck into planners along 

with termly spellings and both are tested on Friday. Please ensure that your child 

continues to learn these each week. We award weekly Dojos awarded for progress 

in spellings.                                                                       WRITING: Handwriting is 

modelled in class wherever possible and any opportunities to write, are grasped 

wherever we can along with our daily English lessons; be it reasoning in Maths, 

reports or recount writing about our topic work, EpGS, PSHE, RE, Science and our 

creative subjects too. We will basing our English writing using film narrative called 

'Taking Flight'. Children will learn about noun and adverbial phrases, know how to 

punctuate speech before writing a characterisation, setting and build-up. We will 

later on in the term focus on instructions and explanation writing.  

MENTAL ARITHMETIC: We are continuing the White Rose Maths syllabus 

which can be accessed on our class page on the school website and 

downloadable Maths textbooks for you to support your child at home if 

you should need to self-isolate or shield.  Arithmetic skills are embedded 

into the daily Flashback 4 and daily lessons.                                                                                                        

TIMES TABLE PRACTISE: We are trying really hard to learn our times tables, 

we practise before lunch, during lessons and at home as part of our 

homework on Times Table Rock stars. We ask that you test trickier ones 

such as x6, x7, x8 and x9 and perhaps start to extend speedy learners with 

division facts questions such as: 36 divided by 6 is? Quiz a few questions at 

bedtime or at breakfast- just a few questions, but often, to help increase 

confidence and knowledge. Every Friday there will be a 60 Club where their 

times tables are tested, along with a mental arithmetic test.

TOPIC/SCIENCE TOPIC (ART/DT/computing)

RE MUSIC

This term we ask the Question; How do people of the Jewish faith show their love 

to God? We will discover more about Judaism and their beliefs. 
We will continue learning about rhythm and beat and explore this using 

body percussion to fit in with our topic on our bodies.

MFL-FRENCH PSHE

To link with our topic we will be learning the names of parts of our head and face 

in French and learn a well known song, 'head, shoulders, knees and toes!'                                                                   

What makes a good relationship? Special relationships are the topic this 

term and we will be exploring different relationships and our feelings within 

them such as loss and jealousy.  

PE

BURPS, BOTTOMS AND BILE - Year 4 Term 5 Topic web

We have a very exciting science based topic for this part of the year, it is called 'Burps, bottoms and bile,' and contains exciting and important 

facts about our bodies and how to look after them. We will develop children’s knowledge of the digestive system and children learn about 

teeth, bodily functions, healthy eating and includes linked science investigations: How does toothpaste protect teeth? What is spit for? Along 

with learning to work scientifically. Our topic includes plenty of opportunities to explore creative skills, scientific investigation and model-

This term we will focus on using teamwork and develop our athletic skills with Mr Bazell.


